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“

In the world that we
work there is inherent
uncertainty. So, how
can you make
uncertainty more
known? It’s asking
the right questions

”

- Matt Long, 2020
Finding True North Episode 12

Profile | Matt has a passion for enabling and empowering people and teams do what they do best. 10 years ago, Matt kickstarted his
Tech Industry Gold ITMB (IT Management for Business) Degree at the University of Greenwich - paving a career bridging the worlds of
business and IT. Now, a Lean Agile Leader and Scrum Master at Swisscom, Matt looks back on the last decade discovering Agile ways of
working, how to build high-performing teams and pursuing a move to Switzerland.
Outside of the (home) office, you'll find him up in the mountains (hiking or snowboarding), attending Meetups, swimming in the Swiss
lakes and finding the best local craft beer and gin.
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KEY VALUES I USE TO NAVIGATE MY CAREER
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

“

Learn from yesterday,
live for today, hope for tomorrow.
The important things is not to stop
questioning.

- Albert Einstein

”

Matt has several pivotal moments that he addresses in this episode. Yet, a fundamental one was making a life-changing
phone call to a degree course leader when unexpected A-level results made his University entry uncertain.
That call led him to a University he had not considered, but spearheaded him into opportunities with IBM, Wimbledon, and
eventually the world of agile development and scrum – in a role where he now lives and works abroad.
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MY VISION

“

How to empower and enable people, teams and
communities to solve problems and achieve
what they do best in the rapidly evolving world
we live in today... and have fun doing it too!

”
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MATT’S RECOMMENDATIONS ON TURNING WORRYSOME OUTCOMES INTO SUCCESSFUL POWER MOVES

DON'T WAIT, MAKE THE CALL

ASK QUESTIONS. THERE ARE NO SILLY QUESTIONS!

WHERE YOU ARE RIGHT NOW IS OK! LEARN FROM IT
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3 TAKEAWAYS

1

HAVE AN IDEA OF THE DIRECTION YOU WANT TO GO

2

ADAPT WITH CHANGE- BUILD THE PATH AS YOU GO

3

BE HAPPY AS YOU GO
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MATT’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGILE MINDET, PRACTICES AND IMPLEMENTATION
BOOK: ‘Team Mastery’ by Geoff Watts
Brand new with real examples of going from a good
to a great team, also includes Milestones Cards that
can be torn out & used in practice!

SPEECH: ‘Greatness’ by David Marquet
watch: https://youtu.be/OqmdLcyES_Q

BOOK TRILOGY by Gene Kim:

(1) ‘The Phoenix Project’ (2) ‘DevOps Handbook’ (3) ‘The Unicorn Project’
If you like novels, this is a great read to understand the
growing complexity of Information Technology (IT). The
DevOps Handbook is a great supplement getting deeper
into the theory with case studies. The Unicorn Project
recently released is a great addition too.

SPEECH: 'Drive – The Surprising Truth about
what Motivates Us’ by Dan Pink
watch: https://youtu.be/u6XAPnuFjJc

**Both speeches have been "illustrated" by RSA to visualize their stories. I use these in all my Agile Trainings to
understand how we as humans are "motivated" but also how to empower others.

PODCAST: The Knowledge Project
The Knowledge Project isn't an agile podcast, rather it
provides insightful perspectives on life and success from a
huge range of backgrounds and experiences that can be
applicable to all walks of life. I love listening to this on
journeys of an hour or more.

PODCAST: The Liberators Network
The Liberators Network is an ongoing podcast series by
Christiaan Verwijs and Barry Overeem where they provide
great yet short insights into Scrum, demystifying myths
and how to avoid Zombie Scrum!

**Both podcasts are available on Spotify and other platforms. Also check out http://www.gosub.se for a good list of Agile
Podcasts!
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BEFORE YOU NAVIGATE YOUR OWN PATH…
Matt’s Advice on Putting Agile Theory into Practice

“

Do take note it is one thing to understand the theory and
another to experience it – you cannot throw the book at a
team and often theory doesn't work in reality; rather use it as
a toolbox and use the right tools as needed to help support
and grow high-performing teams.
It takes years to "master" and every team is different – but
that is what I love about it and learning from a whole global
community of success stories but also failures along the way
and what we learn from them to turn them into successful
power moves.

”
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Q&A
Matt asked…

Matt was additionally asked…
Question: What are the top resources you would recommend for aspiring scrum masters specifically? You mentioned
some in the episode but it’s good to have links written down J
Matt’s answer: In addition to the previous recommendations, here is a non-exhaustive list of links that can get you started:
•

The Scrum Guide: https://www.scrumguides.org/index.html – the holy grail of scrum. Great introduction.

•

The 8 Stances of Scrum Master: https://www.scrum.org/resources/8-stances-scrum-master - the stances are illustrated like South Park
characters J

•

Jem Jelly (Team Coach): https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Xp_yUyWaTvf9fBB2ud11A great guy - enough said.

•

SAFe (Scaled Agile Framework): https://www.scaledagileframework.com/ - an interactive framework available to help scale agile in a
business.
*Note: if you are interested in trainings (UK) I recommend Radtac – if you are unemployed there may be discounts available

•

Attend Meetups: Download the Meetup App and find a group local to you about anything (or create on!) several great meetups have also gone
online due to COVID-19 so the international stage is at your fingertips to meet other likeminded people with a wealth of experience and
knowledge to share! I recommend the London SAFe Meetup.

Question: Do you think consulting prepared you well for working across different industries e.g. from healthcare to
financial services to telecoms? What advice do you have for those wanting to change industries but don’t come from
a consulting background?
Matt’s answer: Absolutely. I was very fortunate to be part of a team that was industry-agnostic and typically involved in
projects from a few weeks to several months. This was great to get an insight into different industries, but it isn't always the
case, many like myself found that you don't always get deep enough to always see something end-to-end and feel the real
challenge of change within an organisation. Regardless of industry however there is a great quote from W. Edwards Deming
(Systems Theory & management philosophy): "A common disease that afflicts management the world over is the impression
that, 'Our problems are different.' They are different to be sure, but the principles that will help to improve quality of product
and service are universal in nature. " My advice would be is to learn and experience the principles of Lean, Agile and DevOps
as they can be applied universally throughout your career to help improve products and services in which ever organisation
and industry you are in. It does always help that you can stand by the company's vision, values, products and services too!

Want more Q&A? Watch Matt’s Finding True North episode here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Matt Long

for being a guest on Finding True North!
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Tech Allies Network

@techalliesntw
www.techalliesnetwork.org
www.podfollow.com/techiecpd
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